Maxi-Flitzer
2 players

1 min

Skill

20th century

Europe

The parties can be really fast, a true war of nerves… Cardiac abstain !
Who is the author of this game ? Some say German (« flitzen » means « swift
glide »), others say French. No matter where it comes from, this game is free and
anyone can make their own game.

Material
A board with rubber bands and a unique passage in the middle of the game, 10 pucks

Game's goal
The winner is the first player who does not have a puck in his side.

Progress


In the beginning

Everyone stands on one side of the table and places 5 pucks in his camp. The pucks
must touch one of the edges of the board.



Progress

The players play at the same time. They clap their hands to give the start. Each player
tries to pass as quickly as possible all the pucks located in his camp to the camp of the
opponent, by bouncing them on the elastic band.
All the pucks must be slender by the elastic and only the rubber band.
A puck that crosses the opposing camp over the opening is not valid and must be
recovered by the thrower. It is the same if the puck falls to the ground. Meanwhile, the
opponent continues to play.



End of the game

As soon as the last puck of a player completely crosses the passage leading to the
opponent, the game is over. The winner is the one who no longer has a puck in his
camp.
Sometimes the last puck comes home. The game is still over, because for a few
fractions of a second, a player had nothing on his side.
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